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Abstract. The jet activity in top-antitop quark pair events is measured in pp collisions at
√

s =7 TeV with
the CMS detector using a dataset recorded in 2011 corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.0 fb−1. The
measurement is performed in the dileptonic decay channels (where the two W bosons decay to leptons) of
the top-antitop quark pairs, with at least two isolated leptons and at least one b-jet in the final state. The
differential top anti-top quark cross section is measured as a function of the jet multiplicity. Furthermore, the
distribution of the fraction of events without additional jets above a momentum threshold is measured. Several
QCD calculations are compared with the data.

1 Introduction

Measurements of top-antitop quark pair production cross
sections and properties are being performed at unprece-
dented precision, providing crucial information for testing
the expectations of the Standard Model. At LHC energies,
the fraction of tt̄ events with additional hard jets in the fi-
nal state is about half of the total number of events. The jet
activity in top-antitop quark pair events is studied with the
CMS detector [1] using the dataset recorded in 2011 in the
dileptonic decay channels [2]. The understanding of these
processes is crucial to constrain ISR/FSR and provides a
test of QCD at the LHC energy regime. Also new physics
can potentially manifest in top final states, so tt̄+jets is a
background for many searches.

2 Event Selection

Events are selected if there are at least two isolated lep-
tons (electrons or muons) of opposite charge and two jets
of which at least one is identified as b-jet. The leptons are
required to have a transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV
within a pseudo-rapidity region |η| < 2.4. Jets are se-
lected in the pseudo-rapidity interval |η| < 2.4 and with
a transverse momentum of at least 30 GeV. Jets originat-
ing from bottom quarks are identified from combined sec-
ondary vertex and track-based lifetime information.These
events are triggered using combinations of two leptons
fulfilling transverse momentum thresholds and isolation
cuts. Events with a lepton pair invariant mass smaller
than 12 GeV are removed in order to suppress events from
heavy flavour resonance decays. In the µµ and ee channels,
the dilepton invariant mass is required to be outside a Z-
boson mass window of 91 ± 15 GeV and Emiss

T is required
to be larger than 30 GeV.
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A kinematic reconstruction method is used to deter-
mine the top-quark pair kinematic properties and to iden-
tify the two b-jets originating from the decays of the two
top quarks. In the kinematic reconstruction the follow-
ing constraints are imposed: the balance of the transverse
momentum of the two neutrinos; the W-boson invariant
mass of 80.4 GeV; and the equality of the top and anti-
top quark masses. The remaining ambiguities are resolved
by prioritising those event solutions with two or one b-
tagged jets over solutions using jets without b-tag. The
top mass can be experimentally reconstructed in a broad
range due to resolution effects. To take this into account,
the assumed top quark mass for each lepton-jet combina-
tion is varied between 100 GeV and 300 GeV in steps of
1 GeV. Finally, among the physical solutions, the solution
of highest priority and most probable neutrino energies ac-
cording to a simulated spectrum of the neutrino energy is
chosen. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the jet multiplic-
ity and the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity of
the first leading additional reconstructed jet, compared to
signal and background simulated samples. The main back-
ground contributions stem from Z/γ+jets, single top quark
(tW-channel), W+jets.

3 Differential Cross Section as Function of
Jet Multiplicity

The differential cross section as a function of jet multi-
plicity is measured from the number of signal events after
background subtraction, scaled to the integrated luminos-
ity, and corrected for detector efficiencies and acceptances
in each bin of the measurement. The normalised differ-
ential cross section is then derived by dividing the result
by the total cross section measured in the same analysis.
Due to the normalization, those systematic uncertainties
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Figure 1. Top: jet multiplicity in the event. Bottom: pseudo-
rapidity (left) and the transverse momentum (right) of the first
leading additional reconstructed jet. The hatched area represents
the uncertainty on the predicted tt̄ cross section (scale and PDF)
and the luminosity.

that are correlated across all bins of the measurement, e.g.
the one for the integrated luminosity as well as all other
normalisation uncertainties, cancel out.

Effects from trigger and detector efficiencies and reso-
lutions, leading to migrations of events across bin bound-
aries and statistical correlations among neighbouring bins,
are corrected using a regularised unfolding method.

The differential cross section is reported for a kine-
matic phase space at particle level in which the generated
pseudo-rapidities and transverse momenta of the leptons
are |ηll| < 2.4 and pll

T >20 GeV and the generated b-
jets from the top quark decays both lie within the range
|ηb| < 2.4 and pb

T >30 GeV. A jet is defined at particle
level by applying the anti-kT clustering algorithm with size
parameter R = 0.5 to all stable particles (including neu-
trinos). A jet is defined as b-jet if it contains the decay
products of a B hadron.

The results are compared at particle level to theory pre-
dictions obtained with three different generators: MAD-
GRAPH, MC@NLO and POWHEG. Additionally, dedi-
cated MADGRAPH samples were generated using differ-
ent choices for the renormalization/factorization Q2 and
jet-parton matching scales. These are used both to de-
termine the systematic errors of the measurement due to
model uncertainties, as well as for comparisons with the
measured distributions. The nominal Q2-scale is defined
as M2

t +
∑

p2
t ( jet) and the Q2-varied samples use scales of

4 · Q2 and 1/4 · Q2, respectively.
Systematic uncertainties of the measurement arise

from detector effects as well as theoretical uncertainties.
The dominant ones arise from the uncertainty of the jet
energy scale, as well as from model uncertainties, such
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Figure 2. Normalised differential cross section as a function of
jet multiplicity for jets with pT >30 GeV. Top: the data are com-
pared with predictions from MADGRAPH and POWHEG inter-
faced with PYTHIA and MC@NLO interfaced with HERWIG.
Bottom: comparison with predictions from MADGRAPH with
varied Q2 and matching scales. The errors on the data points
indicate the statistical and the total uncertainty.

as Q2 scale, matching scales and hadronisation uncertain-
ties. The total systematic uncertainty is about 3% at low
jet multiplicities increasing to about 20% in the bin with
at least five jets.

In Fig. 2 the normalised differential cross section is
shown. The results are presented for a nominal top quark
mass of 172.5 GeV. In general the MADGRAPH and
POWHEG generators interfaced with PYTHIA are found
to provide a reasonable description of the data. In con-
trast MC@NLO interfaced with HERWIG does not gen-
erate sufficiently large jet multiplicities. The sensitivity of
MADGRAPH to scale variations is investigated through
comparison of different Q2 and matching scales with re-
spect to the nominal MADGRAPH simulation. The choice
of larger scales leads to an improved description of the data
for jet multiplicities above three jets.

4 Gap fraction

An alternative way to investigate the jet activity arising
from quark and gluon radiation is to determine the fraction
of events that do not contain an additional jet above a given
threshold, referred to as gap fraction:

f (pT ) =
N(pT )
Ntotal

, (1)

where Ntotal is the number of selected events and N(pT )
is the number of events that do not contain an additional
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Figure 3. Measured gap fraction as a function of the additional
jet pT (left) and of HT (right). Data are compared to predic-
tions from MADGRAPH, POWHEG interfaced with PYTHIA
and MC@NLO interfaced with HERWIG (top row) and to MAD-
GRAPH with varied Q2 and jet-parton matching scales (bottom
row). The errors on the data points indicate the statistical uncer-
tainty. The shaded band corresponds to the total uncertainty.

jet (apart from the two jets from the solution hypothesis)
above a pT threshold in the whole rapidity range used in
the analysis (|η| <2.4). The veto can be extended beyond
the additional leading jet criteria by defining the gap frac-
tion as

f (HT ) =
N(HT )
Ntotal

, (2)

where N(HT ) is the number of events in which the sum
of the scalar transverse momentum of the additional jets
is less than a certain threshold (HT ). Detector effects are
unfolded with the MADGRAPH simulation to obtain the
results at particle level. The additional jets at generator
level are defined as all jets within the kinematic acceptance
except the two highest pT b-jets originated from different
B hadrons. For each value of pT and HT thresholds the
gap fraction at generator level is evaluated along with the
equivalent distributions after the detector simulation and
analysis cuts. The ratio of the true, at particle level, to
the simulated distributions provides the correction factor
which is then applied to the data.

The measured gap fraction distribution is compared to
predictions from MADGRAPH and POWHEG interfaced
with PYTHIA, MC@NLO interfaced with HERWIG, and
to the predictions from the Q2 and matching threshold var-

ied MADGRAPH samples. In Fig. 3 the gap fraction is
measured as a function of the transverse momentum of the
first leading additional jet and as a function of the scalar
sum of transverse momenta of all jets. The gap fraction is
better described by MC@NLO interfaced with HERWIG.
Increasing the Q2-scale in the MADGRAPH sample im-
proves the agreement between data and simulation.

The total systematic uncertainty is about 3.5% for
values of the threshold (pT or HT ) below 40 GeV and
decreases to 0.2% for values of the thresholds above
200 GeV. Dominant systematics arise from the uncertainty
of the jet energy scale and the background contamination.
Other sources with a smaller impact on the total uncer-
tainty are the b-tagging efficiency, jet energy resolution,
pile-up and the procedure used to correct the data to parti-
cle level.

The measurement of the normalised top quark pair
production cross section using 5.0 fb−1 at 7 TeV in the
dilepton decay channel is presented as function of num-
ber of jets in the event. The comparison of the data with
several QCD calculations shows reasonable agreement.
MADGRAPH and POWHEG interfaced with PYTHIA
describe well the data up to high jet multiplicities; while
MC@NLO interfaced with HERWIG generates lower
multiplicities than observed.

The gap fraction is measured as a function of the pT of
the leading additional jet and the scalar sum of the trans-
verse momentum of the additional jets. The gap fraction
is lower as a function of HT showing the measurement is
probing quark and gluon emission beyond the first emis-
sion. In general, all these generators are found to give a
reasonable description of the data. MC@NLO interfaced
with HERWIG seems to describe more accurately the gap
fraction for all values of the threshold. This result is com-
patible with the observation described above, because the
gap fraction requires the jets to have a certain pT above
the threshold, which does not imply necessarily large jet
multiplicities. The difference between MC@NLO inter-
faced with HERWIG and POWHEG or MADGRAPH in-
terfaced with PYTHIA, is similar to the precision of the
measurement. Increasing the Q2 scale improves the agree-
ment of MADGRAPH with data, while varying the match-
ing threshold increases difference between data and simu-
lation.
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